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How does money affect consumerism in America? 

 As you may know consumerism, the theory that an increasing consumption of goods is 

economically desirable, in America has been on an upward trend with no end in sight. Although 

it wasn’t always like that, the rate of consumerism in America has been increasing since the post-

world war II. After the war ended there were plenty of jobs, higher wages thus Americans were 

eager to consume because of the lack of consumer goods during the war. Today American’s 

consumer are spending more than ever before, although economical that’s good it make me 

wonder what would happen when there is nothing more to buy? Our society today is based the 

pursuit of personal gain rather than enlightenment and humanities. Pass down from generation to 

generation is the ideas that one should be rewarded if they do something that is noticeable or 

kind for another person. 

  The idea of capitalism is inversely related to the environment since everything we 

have/make comes from the environment in some way. The idea of “why have the old model, 

when the new model is more efficient” were created by businesses to encourage their consumers 

that their newest line of products were better than the previous ones and when people increase 

their consumption business increase their production by taking what they need from the 

environment without any regard for preservation (“American Consumerism and the Global 
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Environment” 2). One idea I plan to argue how apple use these idea to sell their product, for 

instance the iPhone.  

Currently America has one of the world’s highest consumer rates because of post-world 

war II ideologies such American dream and capitalism. Although these ideas promotes 

economical and infrastructural growth they pretentiously give the American consumers the 

disillusion that they have the means to quench their infinite desired with what limit resources 

they actual have; The toll they have taken on the environment will soon be irreversible. Nature 

and the many systems that make up it are connected like a line of domino when ones system fall 

the rest will shortly follow. 

My point is that even though consumerism is good, too much consumerism can cause 

irreversible strains on the environment because to keep up with rising demands companies have 

to constantly increasing the amount of resources being use for their product without replenishing 

their resources. The idea of consumerism has become so much a part of our lives that to bring 

about change would require massive cultural shifts which could cause severe economic 

dislocation, unemployment and even the next depression/recession.  

 

 

 


